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Across

2. Acts as if nothing is wrong but under the 

surface is plotting

4. Thoughts behind our thoughts

7. little or no rules and little or no love

8. the study of ones family

11. lots of love but has little rules

17. the ability to get what you want or need 

by being clear and open

18. someone you might meet at an NA/AA 

meeting

19. we place this on things that are 

important to us

20. Listening to what someone is actually 

saying

22. We set these with people

23. demands something rather than being 

clear and asking for it.

26. Parenting that has equal parts of love and 

rules

27. a feeling of closeness with an individual

28. one of the most important parts of any 

relationship is

29. Sometimes we use this to help get our 

point across

30. being flexible with others is being able to

Down

1. tells you it is okay to violate others or 

their property

3. Blaming one for the behaviors of others

5. Acts as if nothing is wrong but under the 

surface is plotting

6. Being able to effectively deal with things

9. Communicating with others in a social 

setting

10. criminal values have this built into them

12. Lots of rules but little love

13. what could result from having trauma 

happen to you

14. acts as if nothing is wrong although it 

might be

15. Tells you it is okay to use as many 

substances as you like

16. This is like empathy but is different

21. near death experience could be defined 

as

24. being able to understand what someone 

is going through

25. a unit of people

Word Bank

PASSIVEAGGRESSIVE AGGRESSIVE NEGLECTFUL GENEALOGY COMPASSION

ADDICTIVETHINKING PassiveAggressive BOUNDARIES HEALTHYCOPING CRIMINALTHINKING

BODYLANGUAGE PTSD INTIMACY SOCIALIZATION ASSERTIVE

PERMISSIVE TRAUMA FAMILY COREBELIEFS PASSIVE

SCAPEGOAT SELFCENTEREDNESS BALANCED SPONSOR COMPROMISE

EMPATHY TRUST ACTIVELISTENING VALUES DOMINATING


